This is the most cost-effective and easiest to install system that Moz provides. It can be applied to both Wall and Ceiling applications. Hardware can be painted to match to help them become almost unnoticeable.

**Standard Components**
- Prefinished Aluminum, Engraved, Perforated, or Laser Cut Metal Panels (minimum .090" thickness)
- Visible Fasteners painted to match panels.
- Metal Hat Channel Mounts (mounting screws and anchors excluded)
- Horizontal or Vertical installation.
- Suitable for Wall or Ceiling installations.

**Custom Options**
- LED strips, transformers, and acrylic available for backlighting.
- Modified brackets for Exterior Installations.
- Inside/Outside Corners details.
- Custom panel designs, colors, and sizes.

**Applications**
- Healthcare
- Hospitality
- Transportation
- Corporate
- Institutional
- Remodels
- New Construction
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